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Management Summary 
With the purpose of giving new insights on existing tools for business process modelling and 
computer simulation in the context of healthcare, the study focused on studying and analysing 
two methods related to these two fields. The automatic model translation proposed by Eshuis 
& Van Gorp (2014) and the Discrete-event simulation approach given by Sobolev, Sánchez, & 
Kuramoto (2012) was the base for the present work. It aimed to assess the feasibility of 
integrating both approaches by finding out the advantages, hurdles and special considerations 
that must be taken to accomplish it. 

Business modelling has brought better understanding of complex processes in healthcare 
allowing stakeholders to know how organizations in this environment work and make easier 
to deal with possible developments, becoming substantial for quality management systems 
(Rojo, et al., 2008). To allow the practical application of new scientific evidence, an adequate 
approach is needed. In healthcare organizations, there are usually ethical and economics 
interests at stake, therefore having alternative methods to look out and recognize effects of 
the new initiatives and knowledge become of a greater importance. It is then argued by the 
present research that the integration of automatic model translation and Discrete-even 
simulation by statecharts can help to improve the way the initiatives are evaluated and 
implemented. 

Consequently the following research questions and sub-questions were postulated to conduct 
through the intended study: 

1. What are the main considerations to take into account to implement Discrete-event 
simulation by Statecharts? 

2. Can automatic model translation be successfully integrated with Discrete-event 
simulation by Statecharts? 

3. How do automatic model translation fit in healthcare intervention research? 

To address this questioning is necessary to give a theoretical framework of all the elements 
that were contained within this study. Then, the concepts of UML activity and state diagrams 
and the basis for computer simulation by Stateflow needs to be explored. 

UML activity diagrams follow the logic of the business process and model the workflow from 
it (Cucino & Eccher, 2012). UML standard defines it as a behaviour diagram which represent 
by using activities changes to the system over time and space (Object Management Group, 
2015). Transformational systems are those which development is guided by a predefined set 
of rules. This is to say giving an input, the system processes it, resulting in an output (Sobolev 
et al, 2012, Samek, 2008). Hence, the activities within the systems are performed upon the 
completion of the previous one. Therefore, from the previous definition, since activity 
diagrams have a functional view of a process, they fit in for representing transformational 
systems. Moreover, activity diagrams give a global view of the process including several 
objects from the system at the same time. An activity diagram might include object nodes that 
can refer to not only one but to a several object types or classes (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2015). 
Consequently, different classes relate one with another by performing the activities that have 
been assigned. For instance, in an emergency room, there exist doctors, nurses and 
paramedics, each of those “classes” with different functions given their attributes. At the end, 
it can be argued that activity diagrams follow a class-level modelling fashion. 



 
 

UML state diagrams (statecharts) represents a system as multiple events that occurs in 
different states during the process that is being modelled. This is to say, it describes states and 
the activities inherent to them, rather than only activities (Fowler, 2004). State diagrams 
describe the behaviour of reactive systems as the changes that are derived from the 
occurrence of an event, in other words, an event-driven approach (Sobolev et al, 2012). 
Contrary to transformational systems, reactive systems necessitate interactions with the user. 
In other words, the activation or a change in a state depends on an external stimulus (Samek, 
2008). That leads to a transition from one state to another. This behaviour of continuously 
interacting with the environment stays over time. Hence, state diagrams are focused on 
modelling reactive systems such the ones that can be resultant from intervention research. 
State diagrams represents objects of a unique class at a time and how their state change 
(Object Management Group, 2015). Therefore, they give a local view inherent to one only 
object class, using instances of these classes to construct the process. For example, a state 
diagram of a patient in an outpatient clinic shows all the states of an instance of the class 
patient goes through while being in the system. The different states of the class patient 
represent instances of this class. Therefore, state diagrams can be classified as a graphic 
representation that follows an instance-modelling style. Table 1 below shows the summary 
of this taxonomy developed for both diagrammatic representations. 

 
Table 1: Brief comparison of UML activity and state diagrams in terms of selected taxonomies 

Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) stated the need of relating activity and state diagrams by 
automatizing a method which synthetizes statecharts starting from activity diagrams. It 
remarked the importance to extract the object life cycle that can help to synchronize activities 
concerning business objects by generating software code. In the terms of the taxonomy, the 
automatic model translation help to obtain a reactive model starting from a transformational 
model, coming from a class-level to an instance-level modeling. 

From the healthcare point of view, the model of institutional improvement (Figure 1) 
establishes key roles of both evaluation by computer simulation (Sobolev et al., 2012) and the 
automatic model translation (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) in the process of continuous 
improvement. The possibility to assess all the improvements proposed by a team of 
researchers in a dynamic way positively encourage the strength of the healthcare organization 
in relation to the quality of its services.  

 
Figure 1: Model of institutional improvement 

Taxonomy
Model Static Dynamic Transformational Reactive Local Global Class-level Instance-level

Interaction with environmentPresence of the time Scope Association level

UML Activity diagram
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Regarding the Discrete-event simulation methodology to be used, it is based on the use of 
Stateflow simulation software. Stateflow® is a tool developed by Mathworks® and included in 
Matlab® which permits to model and simulate using state machines and flow charts, via the 
concepts of Discrete-event simulation (The Mathworks, 2015). State machines are a 
representation of reactive systems where the transition from one state to another are 
determined by the occurrence of a specific event or condition. To do so, it combines both 
concepts of UML statecharts and traditional flowcharts. 

At the end, two simple instances are proposed in order to assess the integration of both 
methodologies. The first instance is based on the patient flow through an outpatient clinic and 
the second one in an emergency room. A statechart was synthetized from an activity diagram 
using the translation method proposed by Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) and later converted to 
the standards of Stateflow®. The resulting simulation models in Stateflow certainly captured 
the main features of the proposed instances such as assigning resources, patient’s arrival time, 
service time and patient referrals, among others. 

After conducting the implementation of the automatic model translation method and the 
Discrete-event simulation approach, the following conclusions are obtained and also 
answering the proposed research questions: 

• From the definition and analysis done from UML activity and state diagrams, a 
taxonomy in respect to four factors has been deducted. This classification helped to 
understand the differences and similarities among these graphic representation 
examining their behaviour over time, their interaction with the environment, their 
scope at an organizational level and the association level. 

• The synthetized statechart give a general idea about how the represented process 
works. Hence the simulation model has a reliable base which will permit to have an 
accurate representation of the system under study. 

• By synthetizing UML activity diagram containing more than one object class, the 
outcome consists of several synthetized statecharts, each of them related to one of 
the object class. This characteristic gives a broader perspective of the system under 
study making the simulation modelling even more accurate.  

• Discrete-event simulation by using Statecharts certainly satisfies the requirements 
that modeling healthcare systems in terms of handling randomness and uncertainty. 

• By representing a Discrete-event simulation model by statecharts is easy to 
understand the different modifications that an actor within the process goes through. 

• Stateflow is capable to model typical elements of healthcare environment such as 
waiting lists, resource assignment, arrival patients and service time. 

• The integration of both approaches accelerates the evaluation of new initiatives and 
therefore increases the chances to improve care delivery. 

• The model of institutional improvement proposed establishes the key roles of both 
evaluation by computer simulation (Sobolev et al., 2012) and the automatic model 
translation (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) in the process of continuous improvement 
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1. Introduction to the research 
1.1.  Background 
Business modelling has brought better understanding of complex processes in healthcare 
allowing stakeholders to know how organizations in this environment work and make 
easier to deal with possible developments. Consequently, becoming significant for quality 
management systems (Rojo, et al., 2008). In this matter, researchers in human service 
areas, such as mental and public health, have gone through extensive work in order to 
establish new knowledge to be applied by practitioners, administrators and policy makers 
(Thomas & Rothman, 2013). To allow the practical application of new scientific evidence, 
an adequate approach is needed. In the context of healthcare, there are usually ethical 
and economics interests at stake, therefore having alternative methods to look out and 
recognize effects of the new initiatives and knowledge become of a greater importance. 

One of these alternative methods is Discrete-event simulation. This approach designs a 
model aiming to understand their behaviour and especially to evaluate initiatives derived 
from the work of the healthcare researchers (Giaglis, 2001). This experimentation makes 
easier and less risky to take into practice key changes at an organizational level. 

Regarding this scenario, the present research proposes a discussion of two methods 
involving these two aspects of business modelling and policy evaluation. An automatic 
model translation (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) and a Discrete-event simulation methodology 
using Statecharts (Sobolev, Sánchez, & Kuramoto, 2012) were the base to develop this 
discussion. The research included the way they are related with a continuous 
improvement environment and later how to integrate both approaches.  

1.2. Problem statement 
Sobolev, et al. (2012) proposed an approach that is intended to give methodological rigor 
to a multidisciplinary approach which addresses the evaluation of improvement initiatives 
by using Discrete-event simulation in a healthcare context. In other words, to represent 
healthcare processes in terms of patient flows through the system and how they behave 
after having introduced a change by an intervention. The statecharts visual formalism 
based on UML language is used to model patient flow in terms of activities, events, states, 
and transitions between states. There is still little knowledge about the applicability of this 
approach, especially regarding the use of a simulation models developed on Stateflow® to 
represent event-driven processes and systems.  

Moreover, by using statecharts for modelling such processes and systems there is an open 
opportunity to expand the scope on the present research to a wider view. This is to say, to 
enhance its links with continuous improvement context by adding an extra approach 
leading to a more dynamic way to test initiatives derived from healthcare intervention 
research. This approach directly synthetizes UML state diagrams by rewriting an activity 
diagram given a set of rules. It is argued that the integration of both approaches can give 
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new insights on intervention research. Hence, the present research have focused analysing 
and discussing both methods, while at the same time, incorporating automatic model 
translation as an improved association of the simulation method in a continuous 
improvement environment. 

1.3. Research questions 
In the problem statement it was remarked the importance of further explore the method 
of computer simulation applied to intervention research. Furthermore, the automatic 
model translation method that was proposed by Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) denoted a 
chance for improving and enhancing the simulation approach, hence, its importance for 
the purpose of this research. Based on the latter, the following questioning has been 
defined: 

1. What are the main considerations to take into account to implement Discrete-event 
simulation by Statecharts? 
1.1. What are the lessons that can be learned from modelling healthcare processes by 

Discrete-event simulation for future uses? 
1.2. Is Stateflow® capable of simulate reactive systems based on given statecharts? 

2. Can automatic model translation be successfully integrated with Discrete-event 
simulation by Statecharts? 
2.1. What are the positive aspects regarding the implementation of automatic model 

translation in Discrete-event simulation by Statecharts? 
2.2. What are the obstacles that can arise in the integration of both approaches? 

3. How do automatic model translation fit in healthcare intervention research? 
3.1. What is the importance of UML activity diagrams and statecharts in intervention 

research? 
3.2. What is the role of automatic model translation in healthcare intervention? 

1.4. Objectives 
The present study has the following objectives regarding the research questions previously 
indicated: 

1. To recognize the effectiveness of applying Discrete-event simulation to 
intervention research. 

2. To determine the feasibility of incorporating automatic model translation to 
Discrete-event simulation by Statecharts. 

3. To identify whether the implementation of the automatic model translation 
improves Discrete-event simulation to intervention research. 

4. To realize the role of both the evaluation by computer simulation and automatic 
model translation in a continuous improvement context. 

Finally, the ultimate objective of the research is to bring new insights and lessons learned, 
helping future developments in a healthcare context. At the end of the research, 
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conclusions about if the defined objectives were accomplished are given. Moreover the 
limitations were stated in order to indicate the future studies that can be done following 
this research. 

1.5. Methodology 
With the intention of giving a proper theoretical background to the simulation modelling 
technique and the automatic model translation method that were under study, the first 
part of the present research implied an extensive literature review. This section presents 
and briefly analyzes the concepts around the application of computer simulation in 
healthcare. Also, the most used simulation methods according to Mustafee, Katsaliaki, & 
Taylor (2010) has been covered and some applications were specified with the purpose of 
learning about their usefulness. The objective of this assessment was to validate the 
pertinence of Discrete-event simulation to model reactive systems derived from 
intervention research.  

Later, UML diagrams are introduced and their importance and role in healthcare 
interventions are stated in order to distinguish their significance. Following this 
assessment, the theoretical ground for the automatic model translation method is 
covered, though a developed graphic tool were used to test the method. Afterwards, a 
scenario is presented where the details of two instances of healthcare processes are 
described. These instances are role activity diagrams that were used to assess the 
automatic model translation approach. Subsequently, the outcome from this approach 
was used to evaluate Discrete-event simulation depending. The ultimate objective will be 
to assess and analyze the process for integrating both approaches as well as identifying 
key factors for a successful combination.  

2. Theoretical framework 
2.1. Introduction to intervention research 
Intervention research has as a primary goal to improve the condition of an individual or a 
group of individuals by testing the efficacy, rather than effectiveness, of a certain proposed 
measures for improvement in a healthcare organization (Lesaffre & Verbeke, 2005). The 
measures are postulated as new policies that are to be statistically evaluated, quantifying 
the change produced in care delivery. It follows the basic aspects to consider within an 
intervention study: 

Target population, the sample of the population that will be studied. Afterwards the 
sample will be divided in intervention and control accordingly. 

Endpoint (Outcome variable) the result or end point of the intervention. Its value depends 
on the nature of the intervention; for instance, if the study is based on the occurrence of 
a certain event then the outcome variable might take a binary value. In any case the 
complexity of the study may lead to have more than one outcome variable to analyze in 
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order to have a better criterion for evaluation. In any case, it is advisable to clearly define 
a primary endpoint which will have the largest impact in the study. 

Summary measure of the outcome is the representation of the outcome variable by a 
probability distributions or another statistical such as mean or median. This is the value 
that will be used to actual compare the effect. 

Measure of the effect size is basically how much the summary measure of the outcome 
has changed after the intervention occurs. The higher this measure, the deeper has been 
the effect of the intervention of the study variable. 

A later decision is about the type of design the researcher uses. Normally there are two 
options defined by the behavior of the people in charge of conducting the study in regard 
to the intervention. The first, randomized trials, imply that the researcher will be randomly 
assigning the participants to any of the groups (intervention or control) in order to ensure 
that both are as similar as possible. Theoretically, the only difference between the two 
groups is the intervention. By doing so, any change in the outcome variable will be most 
likely to be due to the intervention rather than other factors that are supposed to be under 
control. It also exists the so-called cluster randomized trial which does not consider 
individual but clusters, instead. This variant is applicable when assessing individuals is 
unfeasible and it is needed to evaluate the affectation of certain policy in a community, 
for instance, a hospital unit or a district (Fayers, Jordhøy, & Kaasa, 2002). Furthermore, 
the observational studies are used when the randomized assignment or controlled 
experiments are ethically not feasible. This is to say the researchers do not intervene about 
to what group the patients are directed. A big issue that arises with this method is the bias 
which is to be addressed during the study in order to know its affectation on the study 
conclusions (Rosenbaum, 2005). 

Figure 2-1 shows the phases of complex interventions where it is described the whole 
process of the study from theory exploration until the very end with the long term 
implementation. This graphic gives a clear depiction of the elements that were defined 
from Lesaffre & Verbeke (2005). 
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Figure 2-1: Sequential phases of developing randomized controlled trials of complex interventions (Campbell, et 
al., 2000) 

2.2.  UML diagrams to model intervention research 
This section introduces the basic concepts of UML graphical representations, specifying 
significant differences and similarities by means of a proposed taxonomy, followed by the 
overview of their added value to intervention research and continuous improvement. At 
the end the translation method proposed by Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014). 

2.2.1. UML diagrams basics 
The cornerstone of Object Oriented Analysis (OOA) is to consider systems as a 
collection of cooperative objects (Aggarwal, 2002). The Unified Modelling Language 
(UML) is a set of graphical notation with the aim of creating information models and 
systems blueprints for business processes and system functions by using an Object 
Oriented (Fowler, (2004); Object Management Group, (2015)). 

UML activity diagrams were defined as a description of “atomic pieces of behaviour”, 
namely, activities (Eshuis, 2006). These activities are contained by business functions 
which order is organised by edges, forks-joins and synchronization; the direction is 
determined by decision nodes which specifies conditions in order to continue in either 
way. The whole structure involves the control flow (Knape, et al., 2003). UML activity 
diagrams follow the logic of the business process and model the workflow from it 
(Cucino & Eccher, 2012). UML standard defines it as a behaviour diagram which 
represent changes to the system over time and space (Object Management Group, 
2015). 

Transformational systems are those which development is guided by a predefined set 
of rules. This is to say giving an input, the system processes it, resulting in an output 
(Sobolev et al, 2012, Samek, 2008). Hence, the activities within the systems are 
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performed upon the completion of the previous one. Therefore, from the previous 
definition, since activity diagrams have a functional view of a process, they fit in for 
representing transformational systems. 

Moreover, activity diagrams give a global view of the process including several objects 
from the system at the same time. An activity diagram might include object nodes that 
can refer to not only one but to a several object types or classes (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 
2015). Consequently, different classes relate one with another by performing the 
activities that have been assigned. For instance, in an emergency room, there exist 
doctors, nurses and paramedics, each of those “classes” with different functions given 
their attributes. At the end, it can be argued that activity diagrams follow a class-level 
modelling fashion. 

UML state diagrams (statecharts) represents a system as multiple events that occurs 
in different states during the process that is being modelled. This is to say, it describes 
states and the activities inherent to them, rather than only activities (Fowler, 2004). 
State diagrams describe the behaviour of reactive systems as the changes that are 
derived from the occurrence of an event, in other words, an event-driven approach 
(Sobolev et al, 2012). 

Contrary to transformational systems, reactive systems necessitate interactions with 
the user. In other words, the activation or a change in a state depends on an external 
stimulus (Samek, 2008). That leads to a transition from one state to another. This 
behaviour of continuously interacting with the environment stays over time. Hence, 
state diagrams are focused on modelling reactive systems such the ones that can be 
resultant from intervention research. 

State diagrams represents objects of a unique class at a time and how their state 
change (Object Management Group, 2015). Therefore, they give a local view inherent 
to one only object class, using instances of these classes to construct the process. For 
example, a state diagram of a patient in an outpatient clinic shows all the states of an 
instance of the class patient goes through while being in the system. The different 
states of the class patient represent instances of this class. Therefore, state diagrams 
can be classified as a graphic representation that follows an instance-modelling style. 

 From the definition and analysis done from UML activity and state diagram, the 
taxonomy showed in Table 2-1 has been deducted. This classification will help to 
understand the differences and similarities of both diagrams in respect to four factors: 
presence of time, interaction with environment, their scope at an organizational level 
and the association level. 
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Table 2-1: Brief comparison of UML activity and state diagrams in terms of selected taxonomies 

2.2.2. Activity diagrams: key importance and its interpretation as statecharts 
UML has become a reference in view of modelling of businesses processes; in this 
perspective, the activity diagrams are an ideal choice for process modelling in UML 
(Knape, et al., 2003). They offer elements for a concise representation of processes 
making easier to characterise elements from the process logic such as decision points, 
alternate paths and merge points (Bolloju & Sun, 2012). Activity diagrams have been 
used to develop what was called model of communication and collaboration among all 
the actors inside complex human organizations (Patel, 2000). These so-called actors 
include people, organizations and technology. Additionally, UML activity diagrams can 
be used to represent workflows that are the basis for evaluation step for comparing 
clinical research use cases (Kuchinke, et al., 2014). On the other hand, Patel (2000) 
suggested to use role activity diagrams for presenting the healthcare processes where 
the actions corresponding to each role are clearly depicted which facilitates 
acceptance of the systems by the users. Moreover, an activity diagram help to establish 
the nature of the information that is required for the process that has been modelled, 
becoming a key component to create a suitable information infrastructure. In addition, 
by having a clear conception of the roles, activity diagrams became an essential factor 
for an effective teamwork in a multidisciplinary environment (Jun, Ward, Morris, & 
Clarkson, 2009).  

An activity diagram is a tool to encourage continuous improvement by giving new 
insights on the current practices and business processes within an organization. 
Analysing and discussing these processes lead to the elaboration of new policies and 
improvement initiatives that need to be assessed. It is precisely here when the crucial 
importance of activity diagrams within intervention research arises. Specifically, 
decision makers in the healthcare systems require to know the affectation of new 
policies derived from them.  

However, activity diagrams are not adequate to represent the continuous interaction 
between the actors and external stimuli. The differences in comparison with state 
diagrams specified by Table 2-1, entails that, when reactive systems are considered, 
UML state diagrams are a preferred option for modelling. Using state diagrams let the 
researcher focus on a specific object, say, a resource or an individual. This is to say, 
showing the object location or their physical, status, if any, at one point of the process 
(Jun et al., 2009). The convenience of using statechart in representing specific 
healthcare systems is given by the uncertainty in the outcome of them. For example, 
even though the treatment received by the patient follow the process logic and the 
medical staff perform all the conventional procedures, it is not guaranteed that the 
patient is going to get better. Each patient possesses unique characteristics that can 
respond in many different ways to a certain treatment. 

Taxonomy
Model Static Dynamic Transformational Reactive Local Global Class-level Instance-level

Interaction with environmentPresence of the time Scope Association level

UML Activity diagram
UML State diagrams
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The exploration about the usefulness of activity diagrams at an organization level, and 
state diagrams at a local level, makes desirable an approach that can relate both 
representation. The context for the application of this relation is certainly when activity 
diagrams are used to generate improvement recommendation and the process needs 
to be expressed as an equivalent reactive system. 

2.2.3. Automatic model translation: Introduction to the method 
Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) stated the need of relating activity and state diagrams by 
automatizing a method which synthetizes statecharts starting from activity diagrams. 
Two aspects to consider when analyzing automatic model translation is to check and 
ensure consistency and support traceability among the diagrams. Furthermore, it also 
remarked the importance to extract the object life cycle that can help to synchronize 
activities concerning business objects by generating software code. 

A remark has to be made at this point as the method of automatic model translation 
that was used for the present document uses object nodes that refers to different 
states of the same object type or class. There exists an update of the automatic model 
translation (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2015) that includes the consideration of more than one 
type of object nodes, which give as an output different statecharts with respect to the 
different class that has been defined in the input activity diagram. This update is not 
used in the present document but it is considered for the analysis of automatic model 
translation. 

This methodology consists of three concatenated stages: filtering, translation to state 
machines and cross-synchronization analysis. Consequently, there are sub-stages in 
each of these stages which are described in the Figure 2-1. The automatic model 
translation functions based on several rules that were defined by the researchers. 
There are ten filtering rules used in the first stage, two transformation rules in the 
second one and, if necessary, a third transformation rule was defined. It is worth 
mentioning that the whole translation process is performed by using GrGen which is a 
graph rewrite system which uses given rules to modify an input diagram. The 
implementation of model translation by using GrGen is covered in Chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Process of automatic model translation for activity diagrams to state diagrams (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) 
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Figure 2-3: Graphic description of the ten filtering rules (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) 

The filtering stage is composed by two sub-stages called preprocessing and actual 
filtering. The first sub-phase, preprocessing, consists of ensuring that every object 
node has at least one incoming and one outgoing edge; on the other hand, the action 
nodes must have exactly one incoming and one outgoing edge. The output from 
preprocessing is named normal form. The second sub-phase is the actual filtering 
which entails the application of ten filtering rules that were mentioned in the previous 
paragraph. Figure 2-3 shows the entire set of rules concerning this sub-phase. The 
filtering stops when no rules can be applied anymore in the normal form of the input 
activity diagram. The final output of the whole filtering phase is a diagram which only 
contains object and control nodes. 

The translation to state machines consists of constructing the state hierarchy and 
then the definite state machine. Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) considers that constructing 
hierarchy is a key difficulty since the OR and AND states that are present in the 
statecharts do not have a direct correspondence in the Petri-nets based activity 
diagrams. Consequently, to be able to represent the hierarchy, the researchers defined 
two transformation rules (T1 and T2), the first one to merge OR states and the second 
to create AND states. Previously to the application of T1 and T2, a process named 
initialization is performed where an expanded activity diagram is created. The process 
is represented in the Figure 2-4 below. T1 establishes that in order to combine two OR 
states is necessary that both of them are connected by an edge and they are not 
predecessor of a join or successor of a fork. If the OR states meet these two conditions 
then they are combined in one parent OR state and the edge is deleted. 
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Figure 2-4: Initialization process applied to a filtered activity diagram (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) 

To create AND states (T2), the method dictates to take all of those OR states created 
by T1 and that are inputs or outputs to the corresponding join and fork are converted 
in a AND state and becoming part of a parent OR state. The application of T1 and T2 
are showed in Figure 2-5. Afterwards from the resulting tree of AND/OR states along 
with the input activity diagram a state machine is deducted. This process might include 
the refinement of the certain states in order to convert the result state machine in an 
executable one. 

 
Figure 2-5: Application of transformation rules T1 and T2 (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) 

The last stage of the automated translation implies the setting up of third 
transformation rule (T3) in order to deal with cross-synchronization. This rule is applied 
when the first two are no longer able to be applied. The removal of cross-
synchronization leads to the need of add extra events and guards to the diagram. 
Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) called it a refactoring. 
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2.2.4. Role of automatic model translation in intervention research 
Before immersing on locating the automatic model translation approach in a 
continuous improvement model, it was considered necessary to concisely introduce 
the role of the continuous improvement in healthcare. Continuous Quality 
Improvement (CQI) in healthcare is defined as a structured process which involves the 
individuals within an organization in a continuous flow of improvements which main 
objective is providing healthcare services that meet or exceed stakeholder 
expectations. This structured process includes a set of activities that can be applied in 
any of this performance improvement initiatives in a named institutional 
improvement: localized improvement efforts, organization learning, process 
reengineering and evidence-based medicine and management (Sollecito & Johnson, 
2011). Figure 2-6 shows the definition of each of these initiatives, which in turn were 
the basis to achieve the main objective of this section. 

Healthcare evaluation by using computer simulation proposed by Sobolev et al. (2012) 
is based on the necessity of the researchers to count on a reliable tool to test the 
initiatives that were developed by the researchers. These initiatives are closely related 
with the research made in Sollecito & Johnson (2011) where the namely “ad-hoc team” 
is a formal group of researchers who are looking for opportunities for improvement. 
Then, these opportunities are well documented and analyzed from the organizational 
point of view. Patel (2000) remarked the crucial role of activity diagrams to redesign 
process and reconstitute behaviors of the individuals within the organization. The 
process reengineering initiative is characterized by entailing large changes in the 
process, meaning this, it needs an exhaustive analysis of the information required for 
the changes and also the eventual effect of these changes in the organization. Activity 
diagrams help with the first part about the needed information and certainly the 
method from Sobolev et al. (2012) helps to delineate the reactive system that will help 
to understand the affectation of the initiatives. 

Localized improvement

Ad-hoc team searching for specific 
process problems or opportunities 

Organized learning

Processes are documented and policies 
and procedures are specified

Process reengineering

Big changes internally and externally in 
key processes. Associated to the 
development of information systems

Evidence-based medicine and management

Best clinical and management practices, 
based on literature and experience

 
Figure 2-6: The four broad initiatives for institutional improvement (Sollecito & Johnson, 2011) 
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One of the features of the automatic model translation method developed by Eshuis 
& Van Gorp (2014) is that it can become the tool of choice to speed up the 
implementation of the localized improvements. In other words, it simplifies the 
application of the corresponding policy evaluation (i.e. the method from Sobolev et al., 
2012) by giving consistency. Consistency means that from the activity diagrams that 
were developed for redesign purposes, a statechart and a discrete-event model for 
evaluation can be directly derived. Figure 2-7 displays a model of institutional 
improvement that incorporates activity diagrams, state diagrams and their automatic 
model translation to the concepts proposed by Sollecito & Johnson (2011) 

From this model it can be clearly appreciate the role of automatic model translation in 
the whole process. An automatic model translation is an indispensable link for the 
healthcare organization with the purpose of knowing the effect of the new policies. 
The policies and procedures that were inferred from the organized learned step can be 
evaluated with reliability, this is to say, guaranteeing the consistency of the systems 
that were analyzed (represented by activity diagrams) and the one that were evaluated 
by computer simulation (State diagrams). 

 
Figure 2-7: Model of institutional improvement 

2.3.  Simulation and healthcare  
Following the proposed model of institutional improvement in Figure 2-7, now it is 
necessary to complement the automatic model translation and the synthetized 
statecharts obtained from it with a computer simulation model. This will take to the actual 
implementation of the initiatives resulting from the organized learning and give decision 
makers more elements to greenlight them. First, an overview of computer simulation in 
healthcare is given, later the basics of Discrete-event simulation and at the end the 
introduction to Stateflow. 
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2.3.1. Overview of computer simulation 
Given the actual behavior of the healthcare organizations in respect to their size, 
complexity and cost, computer simulation gives useful insights and evidence in regard 
to stochastic systems (Mustafee, Katsaliaki, & Taylor, 2010).  

Brailsford (2007) specified three factors about the pertinence of simulation in regard 
to healthcare processes: 

1. The high unpredictability and ambiguity in these procedures make necessary to 
have a stochastic approach able to cope with them. 

2. The complexity from healthcare services providers necessitates of a modeling 
technique that can handle such situations. 

3. Social interaction should be allowed since the communication among 
stakeholders during the development of the model is of vital importance. 

Furthermore, Lowery (1998) outlined two main approaches to apply computer 
simulation in healthcare delivery and its management; the analytic decisions with 
uncertain components, where algorithms are used to generate numerical experiments 
(e.g. Markov models). The second approach is called comparison of alternative systems 
for determining resources or scheduling requirements. This category is not based on a 
specific formula but in the complex interactions among the variables under study. The 
input variable is a resource and then the researcher tries different values with the aim 
of observe the consequence of this change.   

The second approach specified by Lowery (1998) is the one to be used to evaluate 
initiatives resulting from intervention research. The simulation models are created by 
representing all the processes that can be affected by the implementation of a new 
policy in the system. This is an indispensable feature given the ulterior objective of 
modeling is precisely helping decision making by considering the effects of the 
intervention. 

2.3.2. Discrete-event simulation 
Discrete event simulation model (DES) characterizes how the system under study 
behaves given an stimulus either from inside or outside this system (Sobolev et al., 
2012). Textually cited, DES quantitatively represents the real world, simulates its 
dynamics on an event-by-event basis, and generates detailed performance report 
(Babulak & Wang, 2007). Focusing on healthcare itself, Discrete-event simulation 
permits the final users to ask what-if questions to evaluate efficiency of care delivery. 
Furthermore, it can forecast what the outcome would be, given a certain change in 
policies along with improvements in health care systems (Jacobson, Hall, & Swisher, 
2006). Hence, regarding the taxonomy from Sulistio, Yeo, & Buyya (2004), this 
approach is defined as an event-based and dynamic system, with deterministic values 
and a stochastic behavior. 
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Discrete-event simulation models have been used to describe systems when pursued 
to reduce waiting times on patients in emergency rooms. Duguay & Chetouane (2007) 
addressed this issue considering that the emergency department weight in regard to 
hospital quality. Since there were available several improvements proposals from TQM 
processes in the hospital, DES met the requirements giving the possibility of evaluating 
these alternatives. The policy changes were based on adding more resources (staff and 
emergency rooms) and see if waiting times were to be standard or below.  

Another application of DES for decision-making processes was stated by Caro (2005). 
The context of this research was pharmaeconomics (basically, a comparison between 
one drug and therapy with another). The author remarked the helpfulness of the DES 
regarding sensitivity analysis, being this a crucial matter when talking about medicine, 
its application and its costs. Though most modeling techniques can perform this kind 
of study, DES is more manageable when a change in policies are to be represented in 
a simulation. 
Generally speaking, Discrete-event simulations allows to characterize patient flows 
and how they are react to the so-called stimuli received by the change of the policies, 
this is to say, the effect size of the intervention represented by this change. Stimulus is 
what trigger actions within a model, this is to say an event-based framework. Fone et 
al. (2003) also confirmed the appropriateness of DES given the individualistic nature of 
this approach that helps modelling small population. Also, DES is predominantly 
effective when the implementation costs are high and conducting many iterations 
could be prohibitive or time consuming (Rutberg, Wenczel, Devaney, Goldlust, & Day, 
2015). 

2.3.3. Using Stateflow® to simulate statecharts-based model 
Stateflow® is a tool developed by Mathworks® and included in Matlab® which permits 
to model and simulate using state machines and flow charts, using the concepts of 
Discrete-event simulation. State machines are a representation of reactive systems 
where the transition from one state to another are determined by the occurrence of a 
specific event or condition. To do so, it combines both concepts of UML statecharts 
and traditional flowcharts. However it must be pointed out that Statecharts and 
Stateflow® give different semantics to the state machines (Hamon & Rushby, 2007) 
therefore some modifications and considerations have to be taken into account with 
the input UML statechart 

Generally speaking, a finite state machine developed by using Stateflow® is part of a 
more complex Simulink mode. Considering the notation, Stateflow® consists of a set 
of graphical objects, text-based objects and the relationships between those objects 
(The Mathworks, 2015). A Stateflow® block reacts to events that are actually contained 
in the state machine itself, in the same way from the parent Simulink model and also 
from other external sources. Figure 2-8 shows a simple structure of a Stateflow® block 
called Service Point. This block receives a stimulus from an external source, namely 
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Customer Arrivals. The output of this simulation will be stored on the sink block called 
Scope. 

 
Figure 2-8: Three basic elements in a Stateflow® model: External source, block and sink 

The Service Point block can contain other similar Stateflow® blocks and charts as well 
as states, functions, transitions among other elements. Figure 2-9 shows all the objects 
that can be included in these blocks and their corresponding designations.  

 
Figure 2-9: Objects and functions included in a Stateflow® block (Sobolev, Sánchez, & Kuramoto, 2012) 

Stateflow® is a simulation tool and therefore it is necessary to adapt the state diagrams 
that are to be modeled to the new context. One of these considerations is the 
existence of external source that works as an input by which the model is activated. 
Say, the first stimulus that goes to the default transition that makes the model running. 
For this kind of effect, this input is called an input event. Moreover, in comparison with 
the four key components to develop intervention research, the external source defines 
some of the study variables that will be analyzed. They are named data input in 
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Stateflow®. In contrast, it is also required to generate output which will be also defined 
beforehand. This generated output are the outcome variables of the intervention 
research and they will help to modeler to firstly calculate the summary measure of the 
outcome and consequently the measure of the effect size. The external sources are 
predefined by Simulink® with parameters that has to be set up by the user (Figure 
2-10). Similarly, there are options concerning the way the outputs is delivered in the 
model, namely, sinks (Figure 2-11). 

 
Figure 2-10: External sources predefined by Simulink® 

 

 

 
Figure 2-11: Outputs’ sink predefined in Simulink® 
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3. Applying automatic model translation: Scenarios and 
implementation 

The usefulness of incorporating automatic model translation to a continuous improvement 
context has been established. From this analysis it is concluded how this integration can 
accelerate the process to increase the service level of care delivery. In the present chapter, a 
scenario represented by two instances is described where the integration of both, the 
automatic model translation and computer simulation, is going to be based on. The objective 
is synthetizing statecharts and later use the outcome for computer simulation. Two simple 
instances of healthcare processes was proposed represented by an UML activity diagram. 
Later, an equivalent statechart is synthetized using the automatic model translation method 
based on GrGen. The outcome of the present chapter is the input for the following step of 
using the resulting statechart to test the computer simulation approach. 

3.1.  Activity diagrams for healthcare processes: Instances 
In order to stablish a scenario where the integration of both approaches was applied, two 
simple instances has been proposed. The first instance refers to an individual attending 
an outpatient clinic to be checked by a practitioner. To make this choice it was considered 
that an outpatient clinic is generally the initial contact with a health care institution and 
therefore becomes an essential factor to determine the global effectiveness of care 
delivery (Rohleder et al, (2011); Guo, Wagner, & West, (2004)); these two aspects explain 
the convenience of modeling such context to test the feasibility of both, Discrete-event 
simulation and automatic model translation. The second instance is located in an 
emergency room where the capacity is very restrained and the admission of a patient 
depends on resources availability at the time of the arrival patient. The selection of this 
scenario for an instance came from the fact of the unpredictability in the arrival of 
individuals which makes highly necessary to control the patient flow once he/she is 
admitted. At last, it is worth mentioning that role activity diagrams has been used to 
present the instances. It was considered they show the interaction among the actors in 
the process that is being depicted in a better way. 

The first instance describes the process of having a consultation with a physician in an 
outpatient clinic. The situation that was modeled in this report refers to the patients that 
come for the first time for a consultation in the clinic. Consequently, the assignment of 
each patient to a physician does not consider high or low priorities. After booked the 
consultation, the process was extended until knowing the next step for the patient within 
the process domain. In the proposed instance there were two alternatives: appointment 
with a specialist to further analyze the patient condition and prescribe preventive 
medicine and/or book the next consultation. The other option is that the patient just 
leaves the clinic. Figure 3-1 shows the described situation using a role activity diagram; 
the clinical clerk and the general practitioner are the roles that were defined and the 
interaction between both through the process are explicitly presented. 
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Figure 3-1: First instance activity diagram representing the patient flow in an outpatient clinic 

The second instance that was modeled is referred to managing capacity in a recovery 
room. This area receives patients in the emergency room, hence, this model focused on 
when and how a patient will be rejected or admitted for being transferred from emergency 
room. The rejection or admission of the patient depends on the bed availability and, if that 
is the case, it might lead to a hypothetical referral to other hospital. This model is based 
on Chapter 18 from Sobolev et al. (2012) where the authors planned a simulation study 
for managing postoperative care after cardiac surgery. The difference between this model 

General PractitionerClinic clerk

Register arrival patient

Check GP list

Do consultation
[doctor is available] 

Register on waiting list

[Doctor is not available] 

Diagnose patient

Schedule next appointment Prescribe medicine

[need follow-up] 

[no follow-up] 

Hand-in medicine to patient
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and the proposed instance is that in an emergency room there is no possibility of 
rescheduling. As it might be intuited, it is impossible to delay procedures in an emergency 
room and therefore the only possibility when a bed is not available is referral. 

 
Figure 3-2: Second instance statechart representing the patient flow in an emergency room 

3.2. Implementing automatic model translation to the proposed instances 
Two instances have been proposed and the corresponding role activity diagrams were 
presented. The aim of this section will be to use the method for automatic model 
translation proposed by Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) to synthetize statecharts starting with 
activity diagrams. For the present research, the automatic model translation considering 
object nodes referring to one only class, although, an update of this method were released 
where more than one object class can be represented in the input activity diagrams.  

Before actually implementing the synthetization, some pre-processing has to be done to 
the proposed instances. Figure 3-3 shows in its dashed square the two pre-processing 
steps that have to be done before implementing automatic model translation. The 
objective of this pre-processing is to obtain XMI code which will be the base to apply the 
rules of automatic model translation.  

Paramedical teamEmergency DoctorNurse

Start auscultationRegister patient

[doctor available] 
Transfer to other hospital

[no doctor available] 

Admit patient

Order transfer to recovery room

[no surgery needed] 

Request surgery

[Surgery needed] 

[bed available] 

[no bed available] 

Book emergency surgery
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Figure 3-3: Overview of the pre-processing and automatic model translation (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) 

3.2.1. Modelling the proposed instances in ECLIPSE 
Among other options, it was decided to use the Java-based software ECLIPSE® to 
convert the given role activity diagrams to UML standard. The convenience of using 
this program is its easy interface and also the capability to work with Java routines. 
Then, an UML activity diagram with explicit object nodes was created considering some 
equivalences to represent the elements of the diagram. These considerations have to 
be followed in order to get a proper code to be used in the next stage. Table 3-1 shows 
in detail these so-called equivalences. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Figure 3-4 shows the activity diagrams corresponding to both instances in the 
outpatient clinic and emergency room modelled in ECLIPSE and following the 
consideration denoted in Table 3-1.  

Consideration while modelling with ECLIPSE 
To model… Use… 
Action nodes Call Behaviours Actions 
Object nodes Central Buffer 
Decision nodes Decision Node 
Merge nodes Decision Node 
Fork nodes Fork Node 
Join nodes Fork Node 
Initial nodes Activity Initial Node 
Final nodes Activity Final Node 

Table 3-1: Considerations to model in ECLIPSE 
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Figure 3-4: Instances modelled in ECLIPSE 

In regard to these results, some observations need to be done. The first of them is the 
addition of the object nodes to some action nodes in the activity diagrams. Object 
nodes are abstract nodes that represent an activity but in terms of the object flow. In 
the case of the instances that have been modelled, the object is exclusively the patient 
that attends an outpatient clinic or an emergency room. In formal terms, object nodes 
are instances of a class in a certain state, therefore, these nodes must be based on the 
different states the patient is during the care process. Consequently, all the incoming 
edges to an object node come from action nodes. However, the incoming or outgoing 
edges in the action nodes can come or go either, another action node or an object 
node. The addition of object nodes is the most significant difference the role activity 
diagrams and entails a key factor for identifying the future states that will be included 
in the synthetized statechart.  

The second observation that needs to be done when diagramming in ECLIPSE is the 
importance of unifying the control flow and the object flow in the diagram. This is to 
say, when it is necessary to insert a decision node or a fork, it is crucial that at some 
point later in the diagram, the control flow meets in one artificial merge node. The 
same goes for the object flow as it is not recommended to split it up, unless necessary. 
Figure 3-5 indicates an example when the control flow is split but it is not unified later. 
The significance of this element keeps direct relation with the synthetization rules of 
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the automatic model translation since the method does not recognize several control 
flows at a time.      

Figure 3-5: Invalid UML activity diagram with not-converged control flows 

After modelling both instances by using ECLIPSE, the pre-processing phase ends by 
obtaining an XMI code compatible with the graphic tool that will translate the UML 
activity diagram to a statechart. To do so, a Java® plugin developed and included in 
Eshuis & Van Gorp (2014) is used. 

3.2.2. Using the graphic tool to implement automatic model translation 
GrGen (General Rewrite Generator) is a software development tool that permits, given 
a set of rules, to modify and rewrite XMI-coded diagrams accordingly (Blomer, Geiß, & 
Jakumeit, 2015). The outcome of the Java plugin is used in by GrGen to first draw the 
activity diagrams that will be rewritten and then apply the rules of automatic model 
translation. Figure 3-6 below displays a screenshot of the XMI code for the first 
instance from the outpatient clinic. 
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Figure 3-6: Definition of the states (a); definition of action and object nodes (b); definition of object and control flow (c) 

The first part of the code (Figure 3-6a) corresponds to the definition of the states to 
which the object nodes created in ECLIPSE are going to be associated. The second part 
(Figure 3-6b) corresponds to the definition of the different action and object nodes. It 
is worth mentioning that here is also included the associations of the object nodes 
(CentralBufferNode) with the states (inState) previously defined. The third part (Figure 
3.6c) outlines the control and object flows among the elements of the diagram. The 
full code for both instances is available in Appendix A and Appendix B.  

Since an activity diagram was modelled on ECLIPSE, the resulting XMI code does not 
include the states (Figure 3-6a). These states can be manually input in the code 
obtained from ECLIPSE by following the GrGen guidelines. Also, creating states without 
any edge on ECLIPSE, apply the plugin and obtain the code is also a valid option. 
Another modification that can be done refers to the Visibility of the states, action and 
object nodes. The outcome from the Java plugin states the Visibility to “null” which 
results in an error when attempting to implement the translation. The solution was to 
change the Visibility to “public”. After making these adjustments, the XMI code is ready 
to be used on the graphic tool. 
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To implement automatic model translation with the rules that were created in GrGen, 
it is necessary to generate an executable file. This file will take the XMI-code obtained 
from ECLIPSE by the Java plugin, generate an UML activity diagram and then, by user 
activation, filter and synthetize the desired statechart. Figure 3-7 shows a 
representation on how to assembly the executable file for run the translation rules. 

 
Figure 3-7: Creating the executable file for running translation rules 

Once the executable file is created and run, an activity diagram as showed in Figure 
3-8 (a) is obtained. After by pressing “R” in the command window from GrGen the 
activity diagram is filtered (Figure 3-8(b)). At the end, pressing “Y” and then Enter will 
release the synthetized statecharts. The complete outcome of the activity diagrams 
and its filtered versions can be checked in Appendix C and Appendix D respectively. 
The statecharts that resulted from this process will be the base for developing Discrete-
event simulation in the next chapter.  

It is worth stating that by using the updated model translation method (Eshuis & Van 
Gorp, 2015), provided that more than one object class can be input, the output would 
be one statechart per object class giving more detail about the simulation model that 
needs to be created. Due to time restrictions the model translation version from 2014 
was used for the present research. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3-8: Partial view of activity diagram from GrGen (outpatient clinic) (a); 
Partial view of the filtered activity diagram (outpatient clinic) (b) 
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4. Discrete-event simulation based on synthetized statecharts 
Discrete-event simulation was chosen as a method to evaluate the effects of intervention in 
healthcare. This choice was made from the point of view that healthcare systems are reactive 
or event-driven. In the present chapter, the methodology proposed by Sobolev et al. (2012) 
was replicated. This method is based on the use of statecharts for represent the reactive 
systems. 

In order to address the ultimate objective of this research, the input for the simulation method 
will be the synthetized statecharts obtained in the previous chapter. Hence, the simulation 
focuses on the process modelled by the role activity diagrams in the previous chapter. It is 
therefore intended to continue the flow of the model of institutional improvement (Sollecito 
& Johnson, 2011) proposed in the theoretical framework, aiming to show the feasibility of 
integrating the simulation and translation method. 

4.1.  Introducing scenario for simulation: Statecharts and model assumptions 
Sobolev et al. (2012) use UML state diagrams (statecharts) as a base for modelling reactive 
systems and using Stateflow simulation models. For the proposed instances, two 
statecharts have been synthetized from role activity diagrams, one representing the 
outpatient clinic context and the other an emergency room. 

The synthetized statecharts are showed in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. The diagrams give a 
general idea about how the processes in the two modelled contexts work. For example, in 
the model of the outpatient clinic, if the patient needs further follow-up, the process does 
not end unless the prescribed medicine is received and the next appointment is booked. 
Something similar occurs in the emergency room when due to urgency in such context, a 
patient has to be immediately served after being admitted and the registration can be 
done in parallel with the purpose of not delaying the care delivery. 

Though this general idea given by the synthetized statecharts, a refinement is yet needed 
to give more detail about events, transitions and composite states which will give more 
input elements to the simulation model. In addition, the possibility of modelling the 
occurrence of an event is an essential aspect of using statecharts in intervention research. 
Furthermore, the existence of composite states are also necessary with the purpose of 
representing available resources such human resources and room capacity. 

4.1.1. Assumptions made for proposed instances 
Concerning the two instances that have been modeled, some assumptions need to be 
done and considered to better understand the proposed models. In the case of the 
first instance in the outpatient clinic, the following assumptions were considered 

• GPs attend as many patients as possible. This is to say, there are no defined 
slots for any consultation and its duration is variable. 

• Arrival patients follow a Poisson process. 
• Service times follow an exponential probability distribution. 
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• As soon as a consultation is finished, the GPs are able to attend the next patient 
immediately. 

• All the patients have the same priority to be booked given the fact it is the first 
contact with the outpatient clinic. 

• The method to assign patients to the GP is given by the shortest lists. The GP 
who has the shortest waiting list will have a patient assigned. 

• After a consultation ends, the patient only have two options, be referred to a 
specialist to further follow up his/her case or be prescribed with medicine and 
leave the system. 

The second instance which represents the care path that an individual goes through in 
an emergency room has the following assumptions: 

• All the arriving patient has to be attended immediately. Waiting times are not 
allowed. 

• If no doctor is available, the patient is referred to another hospital as soon as 
possible. 

• If no bed available at the moment the patient ends the auscultation, it is 
transferred to another hospital when stable. 

• The emergency room does not include any activity related to surgery. In case a 
surgery is needed, the patient is referred to the surgery area. 

• As soon as a consultation is finished, the emergency doctors are able to attend 
the next patient immediately. 

• The emergency room for this instance consists of five beds. 
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Figure 4-1: Synthetized statechart corresponding to an outpatient clinic 
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Figure 4-2: Synthetized statechart corresponding to an emergency room 
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4.2.  Instances modelled in Stateflow® 
From the synthetized statecharts, a discrete event simulation model can be derived. The 
resulting diagrams from the model translation do not include trigger events, transition and 
decision nodes, which are necessary elements to generate the simulation model. Figure 
4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the refined statecharts which are basically the synthetized 
statecharts plus the aforementioned features that needed to be incorporated. 

 
Figure 4-3: Refined statecharts of outpatient clinic process including key elements for simulation 
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Figure 4-4: Refined statecharts of emergency room process including key elements for simulation 

The design of the simulation model in Stateflow will be a grouping of several activities 
related to the outpatient clinic and emergency room context. These parallel activities 
react to stimuli from external sources (i.e. from Simulink) and also triggering events 
that were created locally within the chart.  Then, the Discrete-event simulation model 
was designed in terms of resources, showing their availability and the states of the 
patients and their progress through the process was represented by creating and later 
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updating a database that recorded the effect of the occurred events. This approach is 
mainly based on the implementations details indicated in Sobolev et al (2012) 

4.2.1. Outpatient clinic 
For the first proposed instance in the context of an outpatient clinic a Stateflow model 
was developed. There is a parent block which constitutes a Simulink Chart block. This 
block is which interacts with the external input and also to direct the output from the 
simulated activities inside the chart. Figure 4-5 displays the Simulink block along two 
data inputs (Attributeprob & Diagprob), one event input (Tick) and ten output 
variables, all of this interacting with modelled activities in the internal modules. The 
output variables, in terms of the concepts of intervention research, are the data that 
will help to calculate the effect size of the change produced by a new policy. 

 
Figure 4-5: Simulink chart block corresponding to the outpatient clinic simulation model 

The four states show in Figure 4-6 represent the process specified in the synthetized 
statechart obtained by automatic model translation. However, due to the adoption of 
the resource approach (Sobolev et al., 2012), the Stateflow model does not resemble 
a workflow. Either case, it includes the states, events, transitions and composite states 
that are necessary for represent the care delivery process in the outpatient clinic. The 
states are activated simultaneously by the external input event Tick which activates 
functions that broadcast event to the resting states provoking the whole set starts 
running and generating output. 
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Figure 4-6: Outpatient clinic modelled in Stateflow® 

The state AssignGP represent the arrival patients that are pending to be registered. It 
is triggered by the event Tick, activating the function place_patient(). This function 
generates arrival patients following a Poisson distribution, uses the function 
attributes() to randomly assign physical characteristics to the patients such as gender 
and age group. Furthermore, place_patient() broadcasts the events reg and 
assign_doctor in order to update patient database and assign the patient to a doctor, 
respectively. The function can be seen in Figure 4-7 below. Be noticed that the update 
in the patient database represent a change in its status, first when generating 
attributes it is an arrived patient and after registered with these attributes in the 
database. 

 
Figure 4-7: Stateflow function to generate, register and assign arrival patients 
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Figure 4-8: Registering patients in database (a); assigning patients to GP (b); GPs attending patients (c) 

Figure 4-8 shows other three important features of the Stateflow model created. 
Figure 4-8(a) displays the registration in a database of the arrival patients’ information. 
This information is saved in the Matlab® workspace under the name Rgd, creating a 
database that can be used for further analyses and show the patient progress through 
different states. Figure 4-8(b) shows the graphic algorithm to assign patient to each GP 
under the criterion of the shortest list. After assigning, the event inc is broadcasted and 
list of the GP is increased. Finally, in Figure 4-10c, the process of consultation by a GP 
is presented. The service time is a random exponential number. Furthermore, the 
function diagnose() is activated right after the GP has ended its consultation. 
Depending on the outcome the variables referred and leave are updated. 

The presented Stateflow model replicates all the activities and states that were 
represented in the initial role activity diagrams and later in the synthetized statecharts. 
The registration process, the assignment of a doctor, the waiting lists and diagnostic of 
the patient are all well denoted giving to the simulation model a necessary validity. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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4.2.2. Emergency room 
The second instance corresponding to care delivery in an emergency room was 
modelled in Stateflow. The external data input and event inputs are analogue to those 
in the outpatient clinic instance so the Simulink chart block was ignored for the analysis 
in this section. The Stateflow model inside the chart is as showed in Figure 4-9 and 
consists of four modules. The key difference with the first instance is that this model 
does not have waiting list since an arrival patient is immediately referred to other 
hospital in case a physician is not available at the moment. Other difference is that 
after patients are served, they can be referred to the recovery room in case any bed is 
available. 

 
Figure 4-9: Emergency room modelled in Stateflow® 

The fact there is not waiting list leads to a modification in the model in respect to the 
first instance, a new function check_ED was introduced in order to revise the 
availability of the doctor on arrival of the patients. Furthermore another function 
check_beds was created to check whether there is an available bed. Both functions are 
similar and their structure and the difference is the resource they check. Figure 4-10 
presents the check_ED function in detail. 

Another difference in regard to the outpatient clinic instance is the way the registration 
of the patient is done. In this instance the admission or not of the patient does not 
prevent to register a patient in the database but extra information is input (admit) 
regarding the admission or not of the patient. This data can help measuring the service 
level of the emergency room so it is considered an appropriate output from the model. 
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Figure 4-10: Stateflow function to check physician availability on patient arrival 

The availability of the beds is controlled by the variable bedstatus which change every 
time the state of the resource comes from busy to available. The recovery time of the 
patient is given by a random exponential number (t_rec). A condition to activate the 
resource is given by requiring the bed status to be available (bedstatus=1).  

 
Figure 4-11: Bed availability modelled on Stateflow 

After describing the functionalities of the elements in the Stateflow model, it is 
concluded it captures the activities and different states that a patient goes through 
while being in an emergency room. The main feature of the model is the competency 
to manage resources capacity in the emergency area, activating referral to other 
hospital when lacking of physician or space in the recovery room. 
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5. Conclusions and recommendations 
The present section aims to summarize all the findings and general conclusions of the present 
study regarding the application of computer simulation in intervention research and 
automatic model translation. The research questions were evoked in order to address them 
based on the analysis on the previous sections and the conclusions contained in this section. 
At the end, limitations regarding the research and recommendations for further research are 
provided. 

5.1.  General conclusions 
Given the methods for automatic model translation and a Discrete-event simulation by 
statecharts, a combination of both approaches were developed and exemplified. The main 
objective for this research was to have an integrated approach that can improve delivery 
care in healthcare institutions. Then, by having an organizational activity diagram as an 
input, UML activity and state diagrams can be obtained and the evaluation of new 
initiatives can be performed by using Stateflow simulation models.  

5.1.1. Research question 1: 

RQ 1.1: What are the lessons that can be learned from modelling healthcare 

processes by Discrete-event simulation by Statecharts for future uses? 

• Discrete-event simulation by using Statecharts certainly satisfies the requirements 
that modeling healthcare systems in terms of randomness and uncertainty. 

• By representing a Discrete-event simulation model by statecharts is easy to 
understand the different modifications that an actor within the process goes 
through. 

• Provided the fact that UML is a reference for business process modelling (BPM), 
the use of UML diagrams to support Discrete-event simulation gives it versatility as 
it can be applied within most institutions with BPM support. 

• Even though the simulation model in Stateflow is based on Statechart, the resulting 
model in the software is not the same in structure. However, the concepts and 
behaviors expressed in the Statechart are implicitly present within the simulation 
model. 

RQ 1.2: Is Stateflow capable of simulate reactive systems based on given statecharts? 

• Stateflow is capable to model typical elements of healthcare environment such as 
waiting lists, resource assignment, arrival patients and service time. 

• Moreover, the software is able to create and update extensive databases. This is 
the special importance to statistically assess the output of the model. In the case 
of intervention research, the database helps to identify the effect size of the 
programmed change and results on the acceptance or rejection of the initiative. 

• Parallelism, hierarchy and broadcasting are key features that healthcare systems 
possesses. They can be easily modelled by using Stateflow, several examples were 
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showed in the modelled instances. Parallelism is showed in the very beginning of 
the modelled instances since the activities are initiated simultaneously. Regarding 
the hierarchy, in the emergency room, the recovery hall consists of several beds. If 
none of the beds are in available state, then the recovery hall is just unavailable. 
On the contrary, if any of the beds are not busy, the recovery hall is able to receive 
more patients. Finally, the broadcasting was present in both modelled instances 
when creating and updating records for patients. At the beginning, the arrival and 
admission of the patient activated the registration of this arrival patient in the 
database. 

• The best approach to take when modeling healthcare process in Stateflow is to 
adopt a modular style, splitting the whole process in certain activities that will be 
activated in parallel. In the case of the modelled instances, assigning doctors is 
included in one of this modules, the same goes for doctor’s consultation. By doing 
so, it is easier to setup the model and its functions. 

• Given the Stateflow follows an object-oriented style, adding or subtracting a 
certain resource is just a matter of copy or delete an object. For instance, if the 
capacity of the recovery room is expanded, a new object bed has to be added 
together with small modifications in the assignment functions. 

5.1.2. Research question 2: 

RQ 2.1: What are the positive aspects regarding the implementation of automatic 

model translation in Discrete-event simulation by Statecharts? 

• The synthetized statechart give a general idea about how the represented process 
works. Hence the simulation model has a reliable base which will permit to have 
an accurate representation of the system under study. 

• By synthetizing UML activity diagram containing more than one object class, the 
outcome consists of several synthetized statecharts, each of them related to one 
of the object class. This characteristic gives a broader perspective of the system 
under study making the simulation modelling even more accurate.  

• The integration of both approaches accelerates the evaluation of new initiatives 
and therefore increases the chances to improve care delivery. 

• The integration let organizations evaluate the affectation of certain proposed 
changes based on an organizational view (activity diagram) by considering the 
continuous interaction of the system with external and internal stimuli. 

RQ 2.2: What are the obstacles that can arise while integrating both approaches? 

• Applying automatic model translation demands to have certain knowledge in 
programming and be familiar with specific modelling tools such as ECLIPSE and 
GrGen. This might prevent people in organizations to apply the method. 

• Before actually applying the translation to a given organization activity diagram, a 
pre-processing is needed in order to generate the code to which apply the rules. 
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This step could take some time as the resulting XMI code from the Java plugin 
needs some refinement. 

• One of the big obstacles of using Stateflow is the little known the software is 
regarding its application in healthcare. Therefore, finding a solution to certain 
issues that can shows up while modelling could not be easily solved. 

• Since the software is not intended to be used for business modeling, it is lacking of 
specific functions or tools that can facilitate its use. Instead, for example, the 
available sources are tailor-made for Mechanical and Electrical, Engineering and 
similar. 

5.1.3. Research question 3: 

RQ 3.1: What is the importance of UML activity diagrams and statecharts in 

intervention research? 

• From the definition and analysis done from UML activity and state diagrams, a 
taxonomy in respect to four factors has been deducted. This classification helped 
to understand the differences and similarities among these graphic representation 
examining their behaviour over time, their interaction with the environment, their 
scope at an organizational level and the association level. 

• Activity diagrams have a functional view of a process, hence, they suit for 
representing transformational systems. 

• Activity diagrams are indispensable for creating an information infrastructure and 
also to visibly represent the dynamics that exists among the different functions 
inside an organization (e.g. activity diagrams). 

• Activity diagrams are significant in order to distinguish new policies based on the 
analysis of these previously mentioned dynamics. This a key feature of activity 
diagrams given its usefulness within a continuous improvement environment and 
consequently on an intervention research context. 

• State diagrams give a local view inherent to one only object class, using instances 
of these classes to construct the process. 

• Statecharts continuously interact with the environment over time in order to get 
stimuli that trigger events and transitions from one state to another. Hence, this 
enables state diagrams for modelling reactive systems such the ones that can be 
resultant from intervention research. 

RQ 3.2: What is the role of automatic model translation in healthcare intervention? 

• The model of institutional improvement proposed establishes the key roles of both 
evaluation by computer simulation (Sobolev et al., 2012) and the automatic model 
translation (Eshuis & Van Gorp, 2014) in the process of continuous improvement. 

• There is a missing link among the enactment of new policies and procedures and 
the method from Sobolev et al. (2012). It was concluded this identified gap is filled 
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with the automatic model translation method postulated by Eshuis & Van Gorp 
(2014). The solution given by the automatic model translation approach 
guarantees consistency and reliability on the Discrete-event simulation models 
that can be derived to evaluate improvement initiatives. 

5.2. Limitations and future work 
During the elaboration of the present research, there were some limitations that needs to 
be acknowledged by the reader: 

• The simulation data was mainly based on the information showed by Sobolev et al 
(2012).  

• The method of automatic model translation used in this research just supports the 
presence of one only type of object node. A new update for the model translation 
that can deal with more than one object node is available for future researches 
developments. 

• The present research does not show any simulation results as it is not its primary 
goal. Instead a deep analysis about the implementation of the simulation is 
established. 

• Following the previous point, there is no statistical analysis of the output from the 
simulations as their input is mainly estimated by the author. 

Concerning the future work, it is recommended to assess the methodology proposed by 
Sobolev et al (2012) being applied in different healthcare institutions in contexts other 
than the proposed by the researchers. Furthermore, the proposed model of an 
institutional improvement integrated with computer simulation and automatic model 
translation is pending to be tested and evaluated in scenarios other than intervention 
research. 
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Appendix A: XMI-coded diagram for outpatient clinic instance 
New 
:StateMachine($="_R5nFsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="Outpatient",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new :Region($="_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5nFsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new :State($="_m0uNsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="Registered",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_m0uNsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new :State($="_xzirsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="At 
consultation",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_xzirsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new :State($="_ekH0AIi8EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="Medicine 
received",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_ekH0AIi8EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new :State($="_nVSusIi8EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="Booked 
appointment",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_nVSusIi8EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new :State($="_h42pwInxEeW9q8P8zR5mrg",name="Diagnosed",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_h42pwInxEeW9q8P8zR5mrg") 

new :State($="_lfOTgInxEeW9q8P8zR5mrg",name="Registered on 
waiting",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_lfOTgInxEeW9q8P8zR5mrg") 

new :State($="discharged",name="discharge",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("discharged") 

 

 

new :Activity($="_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw",name="Outpatient 
clinic",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new :InitialNode($="_aYvj8IoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("_aYvj8IoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new :ActivityFinalNode($="_cwT4QIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("_cwT4QIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="register arrival 
patient",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("register arrival patient") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="check gp list",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("check gp list") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="book appointment",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("book appointment") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="diagnose patient",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("diagnose patient") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="do consultation",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("do consultation") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="hand-in medicine",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("hand-in medicine") 
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new :CallBehaviorAction($="prescribe medicine",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("prescribe medicine") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="register on waiting 
list",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("register on waiting list") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="discharge patient",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("discharge patient") 

new :DecisionNode($="is the GP available?",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("is the GP available?") 

new :DecisionNode($="Merge1",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("Merge1") 

new :DecisionNode($="further follow up?",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("further follow up?") 

new :DecisionNode($="Merge2",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("Merge2") 

new :ForkNode($="_P1ubsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("_P1ubsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new :ForkNode($="_QdjQsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("_QdjQsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="1",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("1") - :inState -> @("_m0uNsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("1") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="6",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("6") - :inState -> @("discharged") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("6") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="2",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("2") - :inState -> @("_lfOTgInxEeW9q8P8zR5mrg") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("2") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="4",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("4") - :inState -> @("_h42pwInxEeW9q8P8zR5mrg") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("4") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="5",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("5") - :inState -> @("_nVSusIi8EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("5") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="3",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("3") - :inState -> @("_xzirsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("3") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="7",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("7") - :inState -> @("_ekH0AIi8EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new @("_P7QRYIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ownedElement -> @("7") 

new @("_aYvj8IoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ControlFlow -> @("register arrival patient") 
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new @("register arrival patient") - :ControlFlow -> @("check gp list") 

new @("check gp list") - :ControlFlow -> @("is the GP available?") 

new @("is the GP available?") - :ControlFlow -> @("do consultation") 

new @("do consultation") - :ControlFlow -> @("diagnose patient") 

new @("diagnose patient") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge1") 

new @("_P1ubsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ControlFlow -> @("book appointment") 

new @("_P1ubsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ControlFlow -> @("prescribe medicine") 

new @("prescribe medicine") - :ControlFlow -> @("hand-in medicine") 

new @("hand-in medicine") - :ControlFlow -> @("_QdjQsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new @("book appointment") - :ControlFlow -> @("_QdjQsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new @("is the GP available?") - :ControlFlow -> @("register on waiting list") 

new @("register on waiting list") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge1") 

new @("register arrival patient") - :ObjectFlow -> @("1") 

new @("do consultation") - :ObjectFlow -> @("3") 

new @("diagnose patient") - :ObjectFlow -> @("4") 

new @("book appointment") - :ObjectFlow -> @("5") 

new @("register on waiting list") - :ObjectFlow -> @("2") 

new @("3") - :ObjectFlow -> @("diagnose patient") 

new @("_QdjQsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge2") 

new @("hand-in medicine") - :ObjectFlow -> @("7") 

new @("Merge1") - :ControlFlow -> @("further follow up?") 

new @("further follow up?") - :ControlFlow -> @("_P1ubsIoWEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new @("further follow up?") - :ControlFlow -> @("discharge patient") 

new @("discharge patient") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge2") 

new @("Merge2") - :ControlFlow -> @("_cwT4QIoVEeWQr9r21CCkkw") 

new @("discharge patient") - :ObjectFlow -> @("6") 
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Appendix B: XMI-coded diagram for emergency room instance 
new 
:StateMachine($="_R5nFsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="Emergency",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new :Region($="_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5nFsIi7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") 

new :State($="Admitted to ER",name="Admitted to ER",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("Admitted to ER") 

new :State($="Registered",name="Registered",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("Registered") 

new :State($="At Auscultation",name="At Auscultation",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("At Auscultation") 

new :State($="Transferred to other hospital",name="Transferred to other 
hospital",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("Transferred to other hospital") 

new :State($="At Recovery Room",name="At Recovery Room",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("At Recovery Room") 

new :State($="Diagnosed",name="Diagnosed",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("Diagnosed") 

new :State($="Scheduled surgery",name="Scheduled surgery",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_R5zS8Ii7EeW4TZEjIDXkfw") - :ownedElement -> @("Scheduled surgery") 

 

 

new :Activity($="_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A",name="Emergency 
room",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new :InitialNode($="_xGdpQIh5EeWuT4IAE7I30A",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("_xGdpQIh5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new :ForkNode($="_KwD1cIiBEeWuT4IAE7I30A",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("_KwD1cIiBEeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new :ForkNode($="Fork1",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("Fork1") 

new :DecisionNode($="Merge2",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("Merge2") 

new :DecisionNode($="Merge3",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("Merge3") 

new :DecisionNode($="Merge1",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("Merge1") 

new :DecisionNode($="doctor available?",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("doctor available?") 

new :ActivityFinalNode($="_QEu-oIiCEeWuT4IAE7I30A",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("_QEu-oIiCEeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="admit patient",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("admit patient") 
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new :CallBehaviorAction($="register patient",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("register patient") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="start auscultation",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("start auscultation") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="order transfer to recovery 
room",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("order transfer to recovery room") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="request surgery",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("request surgery") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="book emergency room",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("book emergency room") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="transfer to other 
hospital",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("transfer to other hospital") 

new :DecisionNode($="need surgery?",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("need surgery?") 

new :DecisionNode($="bed available?",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("bed available?") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="1",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("1") - :inState -> @("Admitted to ER") 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("1") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="3",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("3") - :inState -> @("Registered") 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("3") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="7",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("7") - :inState -> @("Transferred to other hospital") 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("7") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="5",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("5") - :inState -> @("Scheduled surgery") 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("5") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="6",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("6") - :inState -> @("At Recovery Room") 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("6") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="_nnnzoIiiEeWuT4IAE7I30A",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("_nnnzoIiiEeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new :CallBehaviorAction($="make diagnosis",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("make diagnosis") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="4",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("4") - :inState -> @("Diagnosed") 

new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("4") 

new :CentralBufferNode($="2",name="",visibility=Visibility::public) 

new @("2") - :inState -> @("At Auscultation") 
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new @("_ux8o8Ih5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ownedElement -> @("2") 

new @("_xGdpQIh5EeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ControlFlow -> @("doctor available?") 

new @("need surgery?") - :ControlFlow -> @("order transfer to recovery room") 

new @("need surgery?") - :ControlFlow -> @("request surgery") 

new @("order transfer to recovery room") - :ControlFlow -> @("bed available?") 

new @("request surgery") - :ControlFlow -> @("book emergency room") 

new @("admit patient") - :ControlFlow -> @("_KwD1cIiBEeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new @("_KwD1cIiBEeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ControlFlow -> @("register patient") 

new @("_KwD1cIiBEeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ControlFlow -> @("start auscultation") 

new @("bed available?") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge1") 

new @("admit patient") - :ObjectFlow -> @("1") 

new @("1") - :ObjectFlow -> @("register patient") 

new @("register patient") - :ObjectFlow -> @("3") 

new @("transfer to other hospital") - :ObjectFlow -> @("7") 

new @("bed available?") - :ControlFlow -> @("_nnnzoIiiEeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new @("_nnnzoIiiEeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ObjectFlow -> @("6") 

new @("book emergency room") - :ObjectFlow -> @("5") 

new @("make diagnosis") - :ControlFlow -> @("need surgery?") 

new @("make diagnosis") - :ObjectFlow -> @("4") 

new @("start auscultation") - :ObjectFlow -> @("2") 

new @("_nnnzoIiiEeWuT4IAE7I30A") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge2") 

new @("transfer to other hospital") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge2") 

new @("Merge3") - :ControlFlow -> @("_QEu-oIiCEeWuT4IAE7I30A") 

new @("start auscultation") - :ControlFlow -> @("Fork1") 

new @("register patient") - :ControlFlow -> @("Fork1") 

new @("Fork1") - :ControlFlow -> @("make diagnosis") 

new @("book emergency room") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge3") 

new @("Merge2") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge3") 

new @("doctor available?") - :ControlFlow -> @("admit patient") 

new @("Merge1") - :ControlFlow -> @("transfer to other hospital") 

new @("doctor available?") - :ControlFlow -> @("Merge1") 
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Appendix C: UML activity diagrams from GrGen 

 
Figure C-1: Activity diagram for outpatient clinic 
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Figure C-2: Activity diagram for an emergency room  
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Appendix D: Filtered activity diagrams 

 
Figure D-1: Filtered activity diagram (Outpatient clinic) 
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Figure D-2: Filtered activity diagram (Emergency room) 
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